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Campus getting tired of election fiasco
Ily Erik Anderson
tirsioit si
\ RIII
In Florida and in San Jose, the desire
for a president appears to be winning over
concerns of a disenfranchised vote.
Dung Pham, a senior in electrical engineering, said "mistakes" happen and that
lite case of the butterfly ballots, Florida
11111111ion officials should "keep counting."
Pham said there should be a time limit,
however.

"Give them one more week. That’s
enough," Pham said.
"(If they are not done by then), no more

choices for them."
Republicans in the Florida state legislation are calling for a special session to pick
its own set of electors for president, while
Democrats work to keep Gore’s hopes for
presidency in 2000 alive.
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, brother to
George W. Bush, said the special session
might be necessary to meet the Dec. 12
deadline for states to choose electors.
"Clearly, the U.S. Constitution delegates
the authority of the selection of the elec-

tors to the Legislature," he said. "That is as
clear as it can be."
Attorneys for Gore have vehemently
protested the Republican notions.
Papers were filed with U.S. Supreme
Court claiming that any action by Republicans to select a new set of electors vi.ould
be open to legal challenge. The Supreme
Court is set to hear briefs from both sides
today.
According to reports from the Associated Press, Joseph Lieberman, on the back-

side of the Democratic ticket, accused Jeb
Bush of nepotism in helping his brother
win the presidential power game, and said
"It threatens to put us in a constitutional
crisis."
Bush, in response, brushed off the hottalk about the Legislature’s possible move.
"I won three counts, and I think it’s time
to end the election," he said.
San Jose State Professor Terry Christensen said he was not surprised by the
ti
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Reaching out to the audience
Carl Ray, an
actor and

arl Ray’s one-man
show tells story
of injustice, struggle

comedian.
performs the
one-man play
titled -A
Killing in
Choctaw- in
the San Jose
State University Engineering
building. The
play was
based on the
true story of
his father’s
death.

By Clarissa Aljentera
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Carl Ray found it difficult to forgive his
father’s killer, but divine intervention helped
solve the problem.
Ray wrote and starred in the one-man play, "A
Killing in Choctaw," based on his own story of a
struggle that started when his father was killed
niore than 30 years ago.
The two -act play, written in 1999, was performed in San Jose State University’s Engineering building Room 189 Thursday in front of about
two dozen people.
Students for Humanitarian Interest, a group
at SJSU, asked Ray to perfortn the one-man play.
Adviser Oscar Battle Jr., the student health
oxirdinator, said members of the humanitarian
organization look for ways to actively address
issues in the community.
"It is not a matter of talking. It is a matter of
doing," Battle said. "The play really makes you
walk in his shoes."
English student Erma Jackson saw "Choctaw"
for the first time and was impressed by the current issues that are addressed in the play.
"It deals with race, class and gender," Jackson
said. "All of us need to ask for forgiveness. We
can’t go forward until we face the problems of
classism, racism and gender that still exist."
"Choctaw," takes place in Choctaw County, Ala.
in the 1940s. Ray, 56, chronicles his youth and
adulthood through tragedy and comedy The setting consisted of several chairs, microphones, a
Tuskegee University sweater and a baseball hat.
Ray began and ended the production in a comedy club setting.
The introspective look is told through a finstperson perspective during Ray’s stint as a taxi
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Speaker discusses clash
in Earth creation theories
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Peddling on a Thursday afternoon...

Eugenie C. Scott sorts conflicts in opposing disciplines
By Liz Cloutman
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The debate between creation science and evolution regarding the origins of the universe has its
roots in the differing world views of science and religion, Eugenie C. Scott told the 95 San Jose State
University students and faculty members who
attended her lecture Wednesday evening.
Scott’s lecture, "Science and Religion as Ways of
)(flowing," was the second in the God, Science, Scientists series established in December 1999 by Lui
Lam, an SJSLT physics professor.
"Science and religion are often thought of as separate windows on the universe," said Scott, the executive director of the National Center for Science Education, a nonprofit organization in Berkeley that provides educational niaterial and organizational guidance to citizens opposed to the inclusion of creationism in public school science curricula.
"Conflict between science and religion happens
when one discipline tries to trespass on the other’s
main turf," she said.
Both disciplines have sometimes stepped beyond
their own boundaries, Scott said. Religion has tried
to explain the natural world in religious terms, and
science has, at times, attempted to replace religion in
explaining existence.
"There are some scientists (who) make statements
that are anti -religious," Scott said. "This is not the
position of science ... Science is limited to explaining

.r

"Conflict between science and
religion happens when one
discipline tries to trespass on
the other’s main turf."
Eugenic t. scot’.
.111,..,.10 \allow] Center for Science Educanon
the natural world through natural processes. You
really can’t say anything beyond the material. We
keep looking for material explanations, whether we
can find it or not.
"It does not mean science denies the existence of
God," she said. "It (science) works with the material
world."
Scott said science is based on basic assumptions
about the universe. It assumes that there is an
objective reality outside of individual consciousness.
Another assumption is that the universe operates
according to regularities and that humans can discover these regularities through the process of scientific testing, she said
"Just because scientists take certain assumptions
see
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A student rode his bike past the Event Center on Thursday afternoon. The weather is supposed
to be partly cloudy today and throughout the weekend.
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Discovering where to find a sense of home

Letters
Repeated machine
counts do not
damage ballots
a dinosaur who began writing computer pro/In
:Tams back in the 1960s when IBM punch cards
And binary machine language were the cutting
, .. _e in computer programming. My personal experience with punch cards disputes GOP claims that
running voter cards through the counting machines
and handling them during the recount process causes the cards to degenerate.
Years ago, a simple payroll printout program
required several hundred punched cards that had to
run every two weeks for years. These programs were
run through the machines dozens of times and if any
of the cards acquired a new hole from use or handling, the program would quickly develop "bugs" that
disabled the whole process.
In all of the years I used IBM punch cards, I never
saw any mistakes in a program that were not put in
when the operator key punched the program into the
cards. I never saw a single case of any hole appearing just from handling the cards or running them
through the machines literally hundreds of times. If
punch cards were as fragile as the Republicans make
out, early computer work would have been impossible.
The only way an opening could appear in a card
besides a key punch would be for somebody to deliberately cut a hole in the card. Adding a hole without
a card punching machine so that it looked like other
holes would be an extremely difficult task.
All of the problems I saw with punch cards came
from bending, folding and spindling them so they
wouldn’t fit in the card readers properly.
Lastly, if there were any "chads" they were the
result of a partial punch and the hole belonged there.
Of course, in my experience, I never saw the electric
key punchers leave any chad. Nonetheless, if any
chads had appeared, they would have been removed
because it was assumed that hole belonged there and
leaving them would have caused errors, but no extra
holes ever appeared from running the cards no matter how many hundreds of times they were used.
GOP claims about the Florida recounts damaging
t he voting cards are nonsense.

Going home this holiday season
for the first time in several
months taught me something
about myself
For much of my life after high
school (and I am older than you might
think) I wanted to get out of my hometown.
I longed to live somewhere different than Sacramento’s suburban
sprawl and banal, cookie-cutter,
1960s-style houses. I was tired of living in the same house while people I
knew were moving more times in one
year than I had in my entire lifetime.
I wanted to live somewhere new
and exciting, somewhere I chose to
live, not somewhere I had to live.
I didn’t care about saying goodbye
to friends and relatives. I would keep
in touch, I told myself, and, besides,
this is my life.
But, I have come to realize that a
sense of home is not a place to go looking for. It is not a spot on the map.
Home is the people you love, wherever
they may be.
While that may sound trite, I don’t
think you truly know the reality of
those words until you move away from
the ones you care about.
While in my hometown last week, I
went shopping at a drugstore where I
used to work. When I heard that Millie was still working there, I nearly
ran to find her. I had worked with her
almost every day for six years. I hadn’t
seen her in two years, but she was
doing the same job, looking the same
as always.
Millie is 80 years old and is as spry
as someone half her age. She is also
the luckiest person I have ever met.
Whether it’s bingo, the Reno slots or a
turkey raffle at her church. she always
comes home with some treasure.

Her husband, Joe, had heart bypass
surgery about five years ago, and he
looks as healthy as ever.
My former high school U.S. History
teacher was still on the job there as
well. Frank retired the year I graduated and came to work at the drugstore
a few years later. He has a wooden leg
from an injury he suffered during service to his country, and he’s almost as
old as Joe and Millie. The three of
them continue t,o work to stay active
and have a little extra spending cash.
A girl I worked with was still there
too. She is the sweetest person I have
ever known. She’s one of those people
who isn’t afraid to tell her friends "I
love you," and the way she says it, you
know she means it. She showed me
pictures of her baby girl and new husband. And she looked close to tears
when we had to say goodbye.
I also visited my grandmother’s
house and heard her tell the same stories she has been telling for years and
some new ones. I loved every minute
of it. (You should hear her stories.)
I went to lunch with an old friend,
and we caught up with each other’s

"R16147 MAIN TH/N6 IS TO KEEP A WATCH
ON THOSE SMALLER CARS "

Redford Givens
San Francisco

Don’t use insanity
to escape problems

/7,
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i..rn writing in n-p,,I1,l’ (0 Erin Mayes’ column on
Wednesday. Nov. 15. According to Ms. Mayes,
insanity is the best remedy for whatever problems one might have.
I disagree strongly about this concept. If a person
has a problem. big or small, that person should suck
it up and learn to deal with that problem or learn
how to overcome the problem.
If you got some bad grades or if you are missing
some homework, then you should just let the past be
the past and not worry about the late work.
I believe that a person who intentionally goes
crazy to avoid a problem is just avoiding responsibility. in handling that particular problem and that
the person is just afraid of the consequences.
If a person intentionally goes insane for the fun of
it, then by all means, go ahead. But be forewarned,
many people will give you a weird look.
But if thty go insane to avoid consequences, then
that person should grow up and learn to cope with it
because the people who have graduated high school
and are now attending college are adults and should
not expect their parents to help them bail out of the
problem.
Daniel Poeng
freshman
aerospace engineering

Reviewer lacks knowledge
in particular musical genre

2-,o011/441CPX,15.1c-casc.K

ad p0ir revit.v. ot Ow jazz group Eddie MarI,.-hal and Holy Mischief by Beau Dowling on
Nov. 15, and though I detest music reviews, I
respect yours.
It was definitely one of the best reviews in the
liay Area.
It was really boring and never once acknowledged my presence as a reader or thanked me.
I don’t really understand music reviews, but I
think I can say that it is sad that yours was not
more like a novel or a comic strip. I really like
comic strips.
Good writing should be all things to all people.

()Hate for the Daily:
"Good schoolteachers and money
to pay them will be more potent
in settling the race question
than many civil rights bills
and investigating committees."

Eran Williams
Instructor,
Linguistics and Language Development

Booker T. Washington. 1898
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our lives touch others in ways we may
never know.
If we are constantly on the run
from our past, moving from here to
there in search of the good life, we may
find ourselves someday surrounded by
wealth, but empty and lonely inside.
The people we love may be here
today, but tomorrow they may not.
Two of my siblings are getting married early next year. I know this
Christmas will be the last time most
of them will still be at home. The
thought overwhelms me with sadness
and nostalgia.
But, change is often a good thing,
however sad it may be. People get
married and move away. We may have
to move ourselves. People we love die.
What doesn’t change is our need for
each other.
Just look at the crowds of people at
the airports around this time of the
people who have moved away
year
from loved ones and are desperate to
get home because a holiday.
wouldn’t be a holiday without f
and friends to share it with.
For the first time in my life, I am
actually considering setting down
not because
roots in my hometown
Sacramento is such a great location.
Not because of its amazing job market. Not because I am afraid to settle
into a strange, new place.
I understand now that my hometown is not something to escape from.
It is a place that is a part of me
because the people I have known and
loved for most of my life are there.
How much a part of me these people
will be in the future is up to me.
Monica L. Ewing is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor
"The Way It Is" appears Fridays.

Technology transforms
loner into e-mail junky
ome people still make checking the
answering machine a priority
when they first walk in the door,
but not me.
I already know there are no phone
messages waiting, so what’s the use.
The computer is my destination, like
so many others in the e-generation. Yes,
I may be hungry after a long day’s work,
but I just have to get online and link to
Yahoo! and American Online before anything else.
Sometimes I have to use the bathroom, but emptying my bladder can wait
until I hear the words "you’ve got mail."
What I just described doesn’t sound
like a person who used to be referred to
as anti-social. During childhood, however, I was known as the guy with no
friends or the loner.
I carried that title into junior high
school, as I spent most of my free time
shooting hoops with older folk.
In high school, I was part of a few
popular crowds, but I would often miss
out on parties and get-togethers. After
four years of hanging out with the same
people, I barely knew anything about
them. That sounds ridiculous, but it’s
true.
I simply wouldn’t talk to them long
enough to find out what the hell was
going on.
Some people get a kick out of calling
friend after friend after friend.
Some have a more than a mouthful to
say during those never-ending, threehour phone conversations, but not me.
My phone dialogue with them, which
was rare, would consist of four words.
"What are you doing?" I would say.
"Nothing," my friends answered.
My non-verbal response would then
be the sound of the phone hanging up.
"click."
But, I don’t practice that sort of rude
social behavior anymore.
Something happened after high
school. I fell head over heels for the
Internet and its popular line of communication, Web-based electronic mail.
Since I first bought AOL service in
1997, I’ve had more than 10 different email accounts (that’s nothing compared
to some of you chat junkies out there).
I’ve also made contact with hundreds
of people from all over the world.

One 1t ashington square. Son Jose.
95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 t -mail: SDAIL1 a jmc.sjsu.edu
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lives. He seemed tired and just a little
bit lonely. He’s divorced and all of the
"old crowd" we hung out with has
moved away and gotten married.
I had an overdue heart-to-heart
with my mother, shopped with my 18year-old sister and spent time laughing and talking with my entire family.
Every time I see my dad, he asks if
I missed him, and he looks at me with
a slight trace of doubt and sorrow in
his eyes. My answer is always an automatic, "Yes, I did." But I don’t think he
believes me. I guess I have never been
able to express how much my family
means to me, how much they and my
friends give me a sense of home.
Sure, I have made new friends in
Mission Viejo and San Jose.
Cherished friends.
And I know some I may never see
or hear from again, some I may eventually, despite heroic efforts, lose touch
with and still others may become lifelong friends.
But the more I move, the more I
feel a loss because I have left people
behind, tossing them aside like old
shoes. What if those people needed me
and I wasn’t there anymore? VVhat
would their life and mine be like
if I was still around?
After being away for so long, they
had left my everyday thoughts. Weeks,
months, years had gone by before they
even crossed my mind. Seeing my old
friends was like taking a breath of
fresh air when I didn’t know I was suffocating.
We don’t live in a vacuum. Humans
are social creatures. How can anyone
say this is "my life"? Everything we do
affects the people around us. During
our lifetime, we may not go around
saving everyone we know, like George
Bailey in "It’s a Wonderful Life," but
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Advertising 408.924.3270
SPAR IAN DAILY (USPS#509-480) is published
every. school day for (full academic year) $35 and
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setnester basis
POSTMAN IER: Send address changes to the
Spartan Daily. San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
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Would you still consider me antisocial?
I think there’s an argument both
ways.
Through e-mail, it’s possible to communicate with anyone on the planet.
But, it’s safe to say that most users
aren’t conversing internationally on the
regular.
Most of the time we’re sending messages to friends and family that we see
at least once a week. Sometimes we even
e-mail our neighbors or co-workers
when we could just as easily telephone
or walk next door.
Since the creation of Internet mail in
the ’90s, society has fallen behind in the
direct social interaction department.
That’s one less phone call, one less
visit and sometimes one less date i
person decides to limit your relatio
to an electronic level.
I say there’s nothing wrong with
being a little heavy on indirect communication. Ok. so I don’t get feedback
immediately to my jokes or if I ask some
cute female out.
That doesn’t bother me. I’m just
pleased to have an alternative mode of
communicating aside from the telephone.
Now my friends don’t mind if I only
talk to them through e-mail.
If t have to get their response right
away, there’s always AOL instant messenger.
Marcus R. Fuller is the Spartan
Daily Sports Editor
"An Island Bruddah. appears Flidays.

Opinion page policies
Readers arc encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-uord response to an issue Of point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property. of the Spanan Daily and
he edited for
clarit. grammar. libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in 1 hs ight lientel Ilall Room 209. sent by fax to (408)924-3237, e-mail at
SDAILY tome sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor. School of
Journalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State University, One Wa.shington
Square. San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Editorials ere wriften by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily. the Schocil of Journalism and Mass communications or SJSU.

presled many to call
for abolishing the Electoral College
and to replace it with the popular vote. I
think that the majority of people not happy
with the likely outcome of the presidential
election are inflamed by passion and have
lost the voice of reason. Thus, I am vehemently opposed to the abolition of the Electoral College.
The Electoral College simply means that
after a presidential election, electors from
all the states in the Union, gather in a single room in their respective states and cast
their ballots to elect a president of the
United States. For example, the candidate
who wins the most votes in Florida, is
awarded all of the state’s 25 electoral votes.
I am also opposed to the abolition of the
Electoral College because it is efficient and
simple. Yes, it is indirect democracy, but it
is efficient. The electors enter a single
room, cast their votes and the deed is done.
Since the election of Thomas Jefferson to
the presidency in 1800, the Electoral College has served us well. The Electoral Col/age ought not, and must not, be abolished.
WE’ we abolish the Electoral College,
where is the incentive for residents of small
states to vote in a presidential election?
With the Electoral College intact, all the
voters in all states remain equal. If we
replace the Electoral College with the popular vote, voters in smaller states would
feel unimportant. The reason is simple: The
candidates vying for the job of the president of the United States would virtually
ignore the small states in a mad dash to
win the votes in all the big states.
In addition, contrary to some opinions,
the Electoral College does no obliterate the
popular vote. It just refines it and lessens
the weight it carries.
Finally, an article in the San Jose Mercury News revealed that 69 percent of all
lawyers polled favor the abolition of the
Electoral College. I, for one, think that
knowing that the lawyers hate it so much,
provides the most compelling argument for
why we must keep it.
I urge all citizens who worry about the
abolition of the Electoral College to rest
easy and cool their heels. This constitutional juggernaut shall remain with us for
many moons to come.
current impasse in the 2000
The
idential election has

Oliver Mmaju
senior
political science
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Today
Student Occupational Therapy
Association (SOTA)
Winter clothes drive: Clothes will be
collected and donated for the Christmas
season. Donate now through Dec. 14.
Boxes are located in the Central Classroom building, Room 203.
sjspirit.org
Meditation - guided and instructional,
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Center Chapel, 300 South 10th St.
All meditators are welcome. For more
information, call R. Wharton at 605-1687.
Black Masque Honor Society
"Suitcases For Kids" drive. Drop off
your unwanted suitcases and backpacks
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student
Union, Wellness Center (behind the Mosaic, multicultural center,. For more information, call Megan at 998-7158.
Student Advantage
Get your free discount card! Contact
Arlene at adiwaestudent advantage.com.
Muslim Students AssOciation
Ramadan Mubarak! Brothers and sisters you can break your fast and pray
Maghrib with fellow brothers and sisters
at SJSU. Meet at 4:30 p.m. at Allen Hall
with your food. Dial 4-8012 using the
black phone outside the front door to
enter. For more information, visit
www.sjsusedu/orgs/insa.

sispirit.org
Meditation - guided and instructional,
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Center Chapel, 300 South 10th St.
All meditators are welcome. For more
information, call R Wharton at 605-1687.

Counseling Services
Workshop: "Relaxation Tools," 3:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in the Administration building,
Room 201. For more information, call Terri
Thames and Sheening Lin at 924-5910.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science buildings. Gallery 2: Ed Clapp,
Gallery 3: Arthur King, Gallery 5: Consuelo Underwood, Gallery 8: Monica Van den
Dool and the Herbert Sanders Gallery:
Mary White. For more information, call
John or Nicole at 924-4330.

SJSU HIV/A1DS Committee and
Student Health Center
Forum "AIDS From a Global Perspective," 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Spartan
Memorial Chapel. For more information,
call Martha O’Connell at 288-8509.

Sunday
SJSU Sailing Club
Practice is from 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m at
Lake Cunningham, near Raging Waters.
No experience necessary, co-ed. For more
information, call Joanna Dilley at (650)
799-3208 or e-niail JoDilley@aol.com.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Noon Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Chapel. 300 S. lOth
St. For more information, call Father
Charlie at 938-1610.
Human Performance Department
Aerobicthon 2000. 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the
Spartan Complex, Room 44. For more information, call Carol Sullivan at 924-3022.
Muslim Students Association
Salat’ul Juma’ and Halaqa, "Friday
Congregational Prayer and Islamic discussion," 1:15 p.m. in the Student Union,
Costanoan room. For more information,
call Faten Hijazi at 738-5940 or visit
i.eww.sjsu.edu/orgs/msa.

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group/fellowship, 11 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union, Montalvo
room. For more information, call Diane
Stegmeir at 279-6385.
Geology Club
Speaker Michael J. Rymer, USGS.
Topic: "Faults, Fold belts and Volcanoes A Global Sampling As Viewed From
Space," 12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in Duncan
Hall, Room 306. For more information, call
Halle Morrison at 857-4827.

Saturday
School of Music and Dance
Company One Musical Revue, 7 p.m. in
the Spartan Complex, Room 219 (studio
theater located in the SPX East). For more
information, call Donna at 924-5041.

SJSU Ceramic Guild (with Textiles
and Glass)
Holiday sale, 9 a.ni. to 9 p.m. today
through Thursday at the Art quad next to
the Student Union For more information,
call Rana Schmitz at 289-1594.

Tuesday

Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass and Dinner, 6 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S. 10th St.
Mass, 8 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Chapel. For more information, call Father
Charlie at 938-1610.
Falun Gong (Falun Data)
F.,Inn Gong is a system of exercises and
teachings said to deeply transform the
mind and body, similar to tai chi. Group
study or intro workshops, 7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. at Sunnyvale Courtyard, 999 Evelyn
Terrace West No. 50. For more information
and events, call (877) FALUN99 or log
onto www.falundafa.org.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12-10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S. 10th
St.
RCIA: A look into the Catholic Church,
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center.
Bible Trek 2001, 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
at the Campus Ministry Social Hall. For
more information. call Father Charlie at
938-1610.
Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Clark Library, 4th floor. Room 408. For
more information. call the acquisitions
department at 924-2705

Monday

The War Zone
Underground hip-hop on SJSU’s radio
waves with Oz and DJ Formula One, 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. on 90.5 FM KSJS. For more
information, call 924-KSJS.
SJSU Sailing Club
Practice is from 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m at
Lake Cunningham, near Raging Watera.
No experience necessary, co-ed. For more
information, call Joanna Dilley at (650/
799-3208 or e-mail JoDilleyeaol.com.
sjspirit.org
Meditation - guided and instructional,
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Center Chapel, 300 South 10th St.
All meditators are welcome. For more
information, call R. Wharton at 605-1687.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art receptions, all galleries, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings. For more
information, call John or Nicole at 9244330.
School of Art & Design
Jo Hernandez, new exhibitions director
and special projects coordinator, School of
Art and Deeign, author, art historian, professor, curator and former director of the
Triton Museum of Art in Santa Clara and
the Montgomery Museum of Art, 5 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the Art building, Room 133. For
more information, call Andy at 924-4328.
Spartan Rugby
Rugby practice, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
South Campus (10th and Alma streets). All
are welcome to play. No try outs. For more
information, call Dustin Winn at 295-8962.
Society for the Advancement of
Management
End of the semester party, 5 p.m. at the
Tiedhouse Brewing Company. For more
information, write Lutfi Abed at
labed@hotmail.com.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group/fellowship, 2 p.m. in the
Student Union, Montalvo room. For more
information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2796385.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students.
faculty and staff members The deadline for entries is

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, call Father
Charlie at 938-1610.

Nutrition & Food Science Department
Body composition testing. noon to 2
p.m. in the Central Classroom building,
Room 221. Cost is $5 for students and faculty. For more inforination. call Sherry at
206-7599.

noon, three working days before the desired publication
date Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily
Office Space restrictions may require editing of oubmis
sions Entries are printed in the order in which they are
received

4.

Infinite Opportunities
Research Technicians/ Assistants
Affymax Research Institute is a recognized leader in biotechnology with a broad
portfolio of sophisticated technologies specifically designed to revolutionize the
drug discovery process. As part of the Glaxo Wellcome family of companies,
Affymax is an established part of the biopharmaceutical industry.
Assist in the development of cellular assays to identify novel human disease
targets. Requires BA/BS in Biology with 2+ years laboratory experience.
Candidates should be familiar with Cellular and Molecular Biology techniques,
including experience with mammalian cell culture (transfections. FACS), Westerns,
and preparation of cellular lysates. Job Code KLE001
Assist in the identification, cloning and recombinant expression of novel human
enes. Requires a B.A./B.S. in Molecular Biology, 1+ years laboratory experience
and broad knowledge of Molecular Biology techniques including maintenance and
propagation of bacterial cultures, plasmid DNA isolation. DNA cloning, RNA
isolation and cDNA synthesis, PCR, and 5’ RACE. Job Code: MSH001
Carry out peptide synthesis, peptide conjugates, organic synthesis, purification
and analysis. Maintain the lab inventories. Requires a B.S/ M.S in chemistry.
Experience is a plus but not necessary. Able to collaborate with other scientists
Job Code PBA002,3&4
Perform high thruput screening assays as part of the drug discovery effort at
Affymax. Responsibilities include setting up and performing screening assays and
data analysis. AS / BA in biology and basic lab skills and computer skills required
Job Code SYA009.

Affymax offers competitive salaries, a
relaxed atmosphere with business casual
attire, outstanding benefits, gourmet lunches for $1, and an entrepreneurial & multidisciplinary work environment. Come join
the Affymax Team.
E-mail your resume to ari_jobs@affymax.com or fax to
408-481-0393. EOE. Include Job code on
Resume. For more information about these positions
see our website www.Affymax.com

,
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School of Music and Dance
Company One Musical Revue, 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. in the Spartan Complex, Room
219 (studio theater located in the SPX
East). For more information, call Donna at
924-5041.

Peer health Education Program/
Student Health Center
World Aids Day Remembrance - A
multicultural event with dancing, niusic
and theater performances to remember
those who died of AIDS, 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Student Union Amphitheater.
For more information, call Idelle Fraser at
924-6203.

A

$250 Holiday Sign-on BONUS*
Join the Best of the Best for the
1101,IDAY SEASON... and beyond!
Nike offer flexible schedules FT, PT,
and Evening & Weekend.

All Women’s Ready to Wear
All Men’s Ready to Wear
Houseware
Domestics
Handbags/Accessories
Fine Jewelry

Merchandise Admin Team (early am)
Customer Service/ Gift Wrap
Alterations
Corporate Services
Loss Prevention

Appl) in Person:
Mon -Fri 9am to 5pm, Wed 9am to 8pm, Sat 10am to 4 pm
#1 Stanford Shopping Center
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Fax (650)463-2210

WE OFFER A FANTASTIC EMPLOYEF
DISCOUNT PROGRAM!
EOE

emse
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SJSU falls in first round of NCAAs
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OUTLOOK
Men’s basketball
Saturday at Eastern Washington in Cheney, Wash.
7:30 p.m. Tuesday vs.
Wamer Pacific at Event Cener
7:30 p.m. Dec. 9 at Pepperdine in Malibu, Calif.

Women’s basketball
Saturday at Weber State in

Ogden, Utah
7:30 p.m. Wednesday vs.
San Diego State at Event Center
7:30 p.m. Thursday vs.
Southern Utah at Event Center

Women’s soccer
Today and Sunday at Spartan Stadium (Women’s College
Cup)

Club Hockey
7:45 p.m. Today vs. Stanford at Ice Centre
8:15 p.m. Saturday vs. Winner of Palmer vs. Cal Berkeley
at Ice Centre

Women’s Rugby
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday in
Silicon Valley Rugby Classic at
Blackford High in San Jose

Gymnastics
3 p.m. Dec. 9 in Super
Spartan Spectacular at Spartan
Gym

Carter leads
Vikings to
24-17 victory
MINNEAPOLIS (APi Cris
Carter took his place in NFL history.
The Minnesota Vikings gained
a playoff spot.
The two go hand-in-hand,
because the Vikings ultimately
needed the 1,000th catch of
Carter’s career, a 4 -yard touchdown reception, to beat the
Detroit Lions 24-17 Thursday
night.
The Vikings also needed Robert
Smith’s 43-yard touchdown run
with 3:04 remaining that gave
them a 24-10 lead. Smith’s second
TD of the game came on the first
play after the Vikings stopped the
Lions on fourth -and-10 at the 50.
Smith rushed for more than 100
yards for the fifth consecutive
game, finishing with 117 yards on
17 carries.
The Vikings 11-2) will wrap up
the Central Division title Sunday
if Dallas beats Tampa Bay.
The Lions (8-5) faced fourth and-10 from the 50 on their final
drive, but Stoney Case was sacked
by Talance Sawyer. On the next
play, Smith scored on the 43-yard
TD.
The Lions played the final three
quarters without quarterback
Charlie Batch, who re-aggravated
a rib injury late in the first quarter. He was sent to the sidelines
three times with the injury in a
Nov. 23 game against New England and returned the two times
he was needed. This time, he could
not return.
Case finished the game, completing 23 of 33 passes for 230
yards.
The Vikings’ first touchdown
was set up by Troy Walters’ 63yard punt return.

I Otani Attalla
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It certainly wasn’t a day
at the beach for the Spartan women’s volleyball
team as their season came
to a disappointing conclusion at the Event Center in
the first round of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament
Thursday night.
The 13th ranked team in
the nation, Long Beach
State University (23-7),
defeated San Jose State
University (22-10) in an
intense match 15-17, 15-13,
11-15 and 4-15.
Junior outside hitter Brianna Blair led the Spartans
with 19 kills and added six
digs.
Senior middle blocker
Joslynn Gallop, who played
her final game in a Spartan
uniform, contributed 13
kills and nine digs.
Despite the loss, Gallop
said she was pleased with
the effort SJSU put forth.
"They didn’t know what
to expect from us," said Gallop, who is the school’s alltime leader in kills. "I don’t
think they were ready for
how we played as a team."
A seesaw battle between
the two opponents continued into the second game,
as the Spartans came from
behind to win, 15-13.
The 49ers head coach
Brian Gimmillaro, who
coached his team to the
NCAA Final Four for the
past three seasons, said
Long Beach State is a confident team who expects to
win.
But, he said that SJSU
had an advantage because
it was playing on its home
court.
"I respect Choate and his
team’s ability. They’re a
very good team at home,"
Gimmillaro said.
Long Beach State middle
blacker Cheryl Weaver continually pummeled SJSU
with her ground-thumping

spikes that on numerous
occasions caught the Spartans off guard and out ot
defensive position.
six-foot-two-inch
The
junior led the 49ers to victory with 22 kills and 11 digs.
Junior middle blocker
who
Haneef,
Tayyiba
achieved all-Big West Conference honors, notched 21
kills and six digs for the
49ers.

"I respect
Choate and his
team’s ability.
They’re a very
good team at
home."
- Brian immillaro,
Long Beach State coach
Other key contributors
included senior outside hitter Mariah Marquis and
sophomore setter Brittany
Hochevar, -who added 16
digs and a match-high 17
digs, respectively.
In the fourth game, the
49ers dominated from the
outset as they jumped to a
4-0 lead, which was followed by a timeout taken
by SJSU. Yet, more of the
same continued.
LBSU reeled off nine
straight points en route to
its victory.
Although the season
came to an end, head coach
Craig Choate said the season was rewarding because
they reached most of their
goals, which included winning 20 matches and reaching the first round of the
NCAA tournament.
LBSU will face the winner of the Sacramento
Jackie I)
flailt Staff
State University and the
University of Santa Clara Spartan senior middle blocker Josl)nn Gallop of the NCAA tournament at the Event Center. The
match.
Santa Clara will play and junior setter Savannah Smith tried to block.a, Spartans, who ended the season with a 22-10
host to the winners Friday. spike from Long Beach State University setter Brit- record, lost to the,No. 13 ranked 49ers 3-1.

tany Hochevar on Thursday during the first round

St. Clair coach of the year
Dus

u

Rumor

Spartan men’s soccer head
coach Gary St. Clair was honored
as the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation Mountain Division
coach of the year, and senior
defender Ryan Suarez was
named mountain division player
of the year Thursday.
St. Clair, who finished his 1 lth
season with SJSU, coached the
Spartans to finish an undefeated
regular season 8-0 with an overall record of 20-1-1. SJSU ended
the season against Indiana University 4-0 in the first round of
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division I playoffs.
Suarez, a co-captain, scored
five goals and led the defense.
Suarez, who started starting all
22 games this season, was also
named to Soccer America’s team
of the week three times during
the season.
Suarez was one of five Spartans named to the MPSF Mountain Division first-team. Joining
him was senior midfielder Jorge
Martinez, sophomore defender
Frank Sanfilippo, sophomore Isaias Bardales and senior goalkeeper Chris Humphreys.
Senior defender Dan Fife and
junior midfielder Lars Lyssand
were named to the MPSF mountain division second-team.

Women’s College Cup
For the second consecutive

year, Bay Area soccer fans can
watch the nation’s best college
women’s soccer teams battle for
the NCAA Division I championship. The 2000 Women’s College’ Cup will be held today and
Sunday at Spartan Stadium.
The first semi-final game will
be at 5 p.m. and will feature
defending champions University
of North Carolina vs. Notre Dame
University. The second game will
follow 30 minutes later and will
feature the University of California Los Angeles vs. the University of Portland.
In last year’s championship
game at Spartan Stadium, UNC
shut out Notre Dame 2-0. This
year, Notre Dame 23-0-1) is the
only team to enter the semifinals
undefeated.
Notre Dame head coach Randy
Waldrum hopes to improve on
last year’s performance.
"We hope to do better than we
did last season, and look forward
to playing a great North Carolina
team. Carolina has been playing
great soccer coming into the tournament and throughout the tournament."
The Tarheels (19-3) are looking for their 16th championship
overall

SY’
RICE
CHNESE FASTFOOD w

Tarheel head coach Anson
Dorrance said the three loses earlier this season were a turning
point.
"With a loss there is a loss of
confidence," Dorrance said.
"There was a time when we had
two losses in a row, and there was
a lot of soul searching after that."

SJSU baseball signs five
The Spartan baseball team
signed five players to letters of
intent during the fall recruiting
period, according to head coach
Sam Piraro.
"We are very pleased with the
five players that we signed during this early recruiting period,"
Piraro said. "We have added
tremendous offensive firepower
and experience for the 2002 season."
The signees are shortstop
Justin Styles from Granite Bay
High School, first baseman
Markum King from Laney Community College, third baseman
Hector Zamora, pitcher Matt
Durkin from Willow Glen High
School and utility player Bryan
Baker from Cerritos Community
College.

$1PERITEM

YIN* FOOD

(3 dorm or r,
1 block from SJSU
Open Everyday
Located on the corner of
1 AM 9PM
Tenth William Street (40 3)275 9058

COUPON

Great part-time
opportunity
Assistant Mana9ers Wanted
For mini storage in San Jose
SundayMondays.
Great Job for students
No expenence necessary.
$15 per hour plus OTT
408.9478775 & 408.2810400

’FREE
16 ounce

SO a

CHINESE FASTFOOD )
CouponYabdutdh
any 3 dem combo
plate purchase.
Not to be
comb/nod ssuth
any other offers.
Coupon expires
In 7 days.

www.yummynce.com
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ACROSS

1 Careless hurry
6 "Saturday Night
Live" staple
1 l Matterhorn. e.g
14 Jam
ingredients?
15 Maureen of the
movies
16 Antique car
17 French coin
18 Cleared area lin
a disaster)
20 La Brea pits
21 October stone
23 Salon offering
24 Noblemen
26 Stift
28 Curiosity
30 Site
31 Hotel units
32 Bridle parts
33 Wager
36 Farm animals
37 Sonnets and
odes
38 Dull
39 Prince Valiant’s
son
40 Filthy
certain
profits
41 Bring about
42 Goes under
43 Keyboard key
44 Climbs
47 Spring flower
48 Frighten
49 Ship bottom
50 Building site
53 Head honcho
56 Dumbfounded
58 Lennon’s wile
59 Donor
60 Evaluates
61 Stimpy’s pal
62 Fencing
swords
63 Toboggans

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Knife handle
2 Atmosphere
3 Gaze and gaze
and gaze
4 Weight unit
5 Accompanies
6 Couches
7 Mr Donahue
8 Rower’s need
9 Crude metal
10 Silk and linen
11 Don’t exist
12 Rent
13 Jabbed
19 Annoy
22 Layer
25 Intends
26 It’s yucky
27 Sunbathes
28 Killer whale
29 Exit
30 Equals
32 Stones
33 special

menu i em
34 Compass point
35 Quakers’
pronoun
37 Kick
38 Island near
Java
40 Ancestry
41 Basements
42 European
native
43 Unpatd, as a
bill
44 Philanthropist
Brooke
45 Tea cake
46 Poultry order
47 Splits
49 Type of park?
51 Columnists’
page
52 Hardy heroine
54 Bite
55 Wide s1
57 Four q s.
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAILI

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT,
STUDENT UNION: Must have
basic understanding of carpentry,
plumbing, electrical work and be
mechanically inclined. some
knowledge of power and hand
tools is desirable. Must be able
to lift 50 lbs and be safety conscious. Duties include: carpentry,
plumbing, electrical and metal
work. Training wage starts at
$8.60 - $10.00, depending on
expenence. Apply at the Student
Union Administration Office or
call 924-6310
STOCKPERSON WANTED for
shoe warehouse. 10-20 hrs/wk.
Flexible hours. Will train. Call
Sue or Kourtney, 408447-8771.
RECEPTIONIST - Part -Time
for Downtown San Jose CPA
firm. Please fax resume to
.298-7666
AITPERSON NEEDED
vening & Weekend Shifts Avad.
Salary Tips + Meals.
Apply in person.
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose
PIZZ’A CHICAGO Now Hiring,
Full or Part Time WaiterNVaitress
& Dehvery Driver (need own
vehicle). Flexible schedule. No
experience necessary. Apply in
person, 2pm - 5pm. Mon - Fn.
Pizz’a Chicago
155 W. San Fernando, corner
of San Fernando & San Pedro.

CEA S SIFI ED

Great On -Campus Job!
DELIVERY PERSON
Spring Semester 2001
The Spartan Daily is accepting
applications for the position of
delivery person. Work mornings
from 7am-9am, delivering the
Spartan Daily to news stands on
campus. Must have a Cal. lic.
Apply at the Spartan Daily,
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203. For
info, call Kathy at 924-3277.
DOORMAN NEEDED
Mature Minded & Diplomatic
2 / 3 nights per week
Apply in person.
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose
CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop
Needs Leaders - We Train.
1-10 hours per week. Reliable
transportation needed, Good
Pay. Must have experience
working with children, Call Carol
408-265-5096. Fax resumes to
408-265-8342.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
INTEFINS WANTED
City of Campbell needs Civil
Engr’ng interns to assist
with design review of land
development projects. $12/hr
10 to 20 hrs/wk flexible.
For more info see
www.cicampbellca.us or
call 408-866-2150.
ACCOUNTANT NEEDED for
large San Jose nonprofit corp.
responsible for: grants receivable,
cash flow projections, grant
compliance. 0-3 years finance/
acct’g experience. Salary DOE.
Fax resumes: HR 408-294-1400.
LOOKING FOR JUNIOR OR
SENIOR Student in Architecture
or Civil Engineering for PT or
FT Work, to work with RE
Dev’t. Company. Please call
408-296-8000 ext. 111, or fax
resume to 408-296-8080.
COMPUTER RETAIL STORE
Fast growing computer retailer
seeking good people. Fun
environment. casual dress
code, & flexible hours. Seeking
Store Manager & Cashiers.
Please fax resume to (408)
327-0113
Software & Stuff.
wwwsoftwareandstuff.com

CLEANROOM & LABORATORY
MICRO -CLEANER POSITION
serving the Pharmaceutical and
Electronics Industries in San
Jose area. Part-time positions
avail. 15+ hrs/wk. Some physical
work. Start $8-$10 an hour with
oppty for advancement. Eves 8,
weekends. Ideal job for college
RECEPTIONIST
students. Call Scott: 510-818-1112. for upscale Saratoga Spa.
Heavy phones, scheduling. some
ARE YOU IN NEED OF SOME retail. Exceptional customer servEXTRA CASH FOR THIS
ice skills required. Competitive
HOLIDAY SEASON?
pay. benefits and 50% spa
Well, local valet company is discount. Flexible schedule
looking for enthusiastic individ- PT/FT. Also hiring for licensed
uals to work this holiday sea- Manicurist and Esthetician.
son at hotel & private events. Harmonie European Day Spa.
We will even work around
Fax 408-741-4901
your busy school schedule.
Sara 408-868-0149
P/T & F/T positions available
www.eharmonie.com
today. Call 408-867-7275.
OFFICE ASSISTANT
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY Small office, phones, light
now hiring for part time
computer. reservations, good
positions. We offer:
phone skills. flexible hours
Flexible schedules, day or
(408) 292-7876
evening. a great environment
with excellent benefits.
SALES /CUSTOMER SERVICE
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! Immediate openings available
We have our own
Flexibility around your schedule
training program!!
is possible. Must have strong
We are looking for neat. bright, computer skills and an excellent
& energetic people in the
telephone personality. Apply at
following areas: Food server Almaden Valley Athletic Club.
(21 or older please). Hostess. 5400 Camden Ave SJ, 95124
Busser. & Kitchen help.
Please Call (408) 445-4917.
Apply in person
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fn.
needed to review tax retums &
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.
perform other clerical duties.
CLUB X-TREME NOW HIRING No experience req. Will train.
Barbacks, Experienced Security Possible full-time position.
& Front Door ID Person 175 N Compensation depends on
San Pedro St. downtown San classes completed and work
Jose. 408-298-9283, lv msg or expenence. Call 408-879-9181
apply Thur. Fn. Sat. 8pm-9pm. or email: eawizard aol com
DRIVERS
Part Time and Full Time
Flexible Schedules Available
For All Experience Levels
Purpletie.com is revolutionizing
the dry cleaning industry! We
are seeking individuals for ontime pick-up and delivery of customer dry cleaning foods. You
must be at least 21 years old
with a clean dnving record. have
excellent customer service and
the ability to lift up to 50 pounds.
We offer medical and dental
benefits. Pre-IPO Stock options
and $12-$17 an hour depend
ing on experience. Training is
a
le to qualified candiates.
ly, email your resume to
purpletie.com or tax it to
925-467-0676. E0E.
vrvrvourplebe.com

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Flexible hours
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
SECURITY
Flexible WorkSchedule
We train. Student Friendly sites
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
408-247-4827
LAW OFRCE NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
Your intelligence is much more
important than your expenence
Ideal for students 15-20 hours
per week. Flexible hours during
finals & breaks Scheduling
changes to fit new semester
Call 408-292-5400 or apply 1830
The Alameda. San Jose. M -F, 8-4

EARN SS PROMOTING Artists
like Nine Inch Nails, Fiona Apple CROCODILE CAFE - hiring for
Bush Static X & the Crystal Servers. Bussers. Runners
Hosts & Bartenders
Methcd No expenence necessary
Visit www noizepolution com to Applications accepted between
2prn-4pm Valley Fair Mall
fill out an application. then call
Travis
800-996-1816
TEACHING AIDS NEEDED for
DIRECTOR FOR KIDS PARK 3 year old PDD child in S San
a quality recreation program Jose, No experience necessary.
olds. will train. Work at least 4 hrs/wk
2-12
year
serving
Responsibilities include cpro Start $12415/hr Please call
gram implementation, ally Joe or Helen 226-9465
operations & staff development
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
meet State of CA Title 22 evenings & weekends in Los
Regulations Flexible schedule Gatos and Saratoga Must be
days. eves. weekends Team neat in appearance with good
enwonment Benefits avail. FAX customer service skills Must be
resume to 408-260-7366 Email able to drive a 5 speed and
kidspark@kidspark-centers corn have a valid CDL Immediate
or call for interview 408-260-7929 opening & flexible schedules
available Eam $748/hr + tips
Please call 408-364-0240
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Golden Gate Valet
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old GANG PREVENTION after school
Univ Students/Grads/Faculty at -risk girls program coord
PT, 8 - 25 hours/wk AA/EOE
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900. M -F. 8-4 30 Call 408-287-4170 ext 251 or
fax resume 408-287-8025. Attn
SI 500 weekly potential mailing W Smith
our circulars Free information
EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE
Call 202-452-5901
32 year old investment firm
seeking marketing representatives for our call center located
1 block from SJSU Position
Certain advertisements in
does not require expenence.
these columns may refer the
Qualificatons
telephone
specific
reader to
for
*Superior communicabon skills
numbers or addr
informtion.
additional
*Desire to leam &
Classified readers should be
excel in business
reminded that. when making
*Extremely reliable
those further contacts, they
Aggressive
& Competitive
should require complete
Seeking high unlimited income
information before sending
Starting income potential of
money for goods or services.
$25-$50 per hour. Full & Part
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
time shifts available For
offering employment listings
telephone interview please call
or coupons for discount
408-295-4810
vacations or merchandise.

THE GAP at Valley Fair mall is
now hiring for PT, FT, & seasonal
positions.
No experience
needed!’ For info call Carlos
246-3582 or apply in person.

ACUFACTS SECURITY
Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T
Top Pay
Some Study Posts!
Call Jove at 408-286-5880
www acufacts com

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No expenence
necessary. Over 18, HS grad.
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Work when you want. Pay Valet parking attendants needed.
negotiable. 408-971-0244.
Local valet company in search
of enthusiasbc and hardworking
DELIVERY DRIVERS
individuals to work daytime and
Party rental business. Pertect evenings. PT/FT, weekdays &
for students. Earn $250 Every
weekends available, We will
weekend. Must have reliable work around school schedule
truck or van Heavy lifting is Lots of fun & earn $8 - $15/hr
required. 408-292-7876.
Call (408) 867-7275
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
Chevron. Need to fill position
immediately, part-time. Apply in
person at 147 E. Santa Clara
St. or call (Melia at 295-3964.

BARTENDERS MAKE $100-6250
per nightl No experience needed,
Call Now!! 1-800-981-8168 ext 9102

ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
For Part -Time and
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Full -Time Positions, call
Internships possible
HALLMARK PERSONNEL All majors may apply
Fast placement, no fees
Scholarships awarded annually
Office jobs in local companies Some conditions apply
Students/grads/career change Start at 15.00 BASE - apt.
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Earn $75 - $450 per week
Santa Clara to San Mateo
Gain valuable axperience
Phone: (650) 325-1133
customer service & sales
Fax: (650) 325-3639
No experience necessary
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Superior Court Of California
Academic Advisory Board
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA
CALL 615-1500 1 lam 4pm
Full Time Positions:
*www.workforstudents.com/sjsu*
LEGAL PROCESS CLERK II
Receives. examines & processes FAST CASH! Fun food svc jobs
a variety of documents for confor- $11-$15/hr. Exp a but not req.
mance to legal requirements, form Flex Hrs! Call now 408-292-6579
and sufficiency of information:
assists the public. Courts & other IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ
agencies. interlacing over the area. Clerical, Technical, Full
phone. in person & via the court’s Time. Call Minh 408-942-8866 or
website: receives & accounts for email resumes@hrproornline.com
fees, deposits & issues receipts:
schedules Court appearances & GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
hearings; rnaintains Court records, help needed for small exclusive
files and exhibits. Performs other shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat
related duties as required. Must be reliable. honest, able to
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS - do physical work Prefer exp
An educabonal level equivalent to working w/ dogs. but will train
a high school diploma or GED and Great oppty for dog lover. Can
at least two years of work expen- FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
ence performing a wide variety of Call 371-9115
general clencal sssignments. Two
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
years of college may be substitutBE AN EGG DONOR
ed for one year of general work
Family Fertility Center
expenence. BA or BS may be
substituted for the two years is seeking bright. responsible.
ot general wort( experienCe. non-smoking women ages 21-30
with good medical history
SALARY - $2686.84-$3232.32.
Generous compensation.
Actual Monthly / $2942.221-800-939-6886
$3542.25 Effective Monthly’.
APPLICATION REOURIEMENTS Candidates are required to submit WOMEN Of All Races Needed
a completed employment appli- BE AN EGG DONOR! $4000
cation. Application forms may Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
be obtained by calling the is seeking bright, responsible.
Human Resources Division at non-smoking women ages 21408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or 30 with good medical history
1-800-734-2015 or
email to la:ampagneNsctco.sd.us
www.SFfertility com
or they may be picked up at:
Human Resources. Superior Court
We
Administration, 111 W. St. John St DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
Surte 100. San Jose, CA 95113. are looking for students to teach
driving
full/part
time
Will
train.
SUPERIOR
Must be 21, $11 00/hr to start
COURTROOM CLERK
Attends Superior Court Trials, RECEPTIONIST. part time mornhearings & sentencing calendars. ings. weekends Call 363-4182
takes minutes of court actions &
proceedings. records rulings
and orders: conducts impanelment of pries. records iuror
excuses. attendance and chatlenges & provides such records to
TUTOR WANTED for my 6 year
the Jury commissioner. adminisold son with autism Must love
ters oaths. accepts, marks &
records exhibits. schedules spe- kids & be energetic No experience needed Training will
cial hearings & maintains the
be provided Education or
Court calendar; perlorms other Psychology
related majors
related duties as required.
preferred High pay For more
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS info call Yih at 408-544-5732 or
Two years of college credits
and/or a Minimurn ot two years email yhjung pacbell net
of legal secretarial work or legal FT & PT TUTORING positions
clerical work A paralegal certifi- working with children with
cate is desirable Submission autism In -home or school 408to a background investigation 937-9580 Benefits possible
upon conditional offer of
employment is required
NEED PROFESSORS, CHEM &
SALARY - $3551 9544290 52 CALCULUS MAJOR URGENTLY
Actual Monthly / $3893 84- Thorough knowledge to tutor a
$4706.27 Effective Monthly’. HS Student on AP Chemistry &
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS - AP Calculus BC $20-$25/hr
Candidates are required to sub- Kim (408) 272-0476 / 772-0722
mit a completed employment
application. Application forms PART TIME TUTORS for ESL
may be obtained by calling the Classes at a language center in
Human Resources Division at sunnyvale Starting wage is $12
408-299-3232 ext 233 or 222 or per hour No experience necesemail to mmillerftsct co sails or sary Will train Call Lisa at 408they may be picked up at- Human 530-0563 or Fax 408-530-0578
Resources. Superior Court
Administrabon. 111W St. John St. TUTOR POSITION, to teach a
Suite 100. San Jose. CA 95113. child who has language delay
BENEFITS - The Court offers a Flexible hours From 6-10 hours
beoefits package that includes a week $13/hr Training will be
life insurance, a choice of health provided. Call Kim 262-0953 (h)
& dental plans. vision plan. paid or 276-3633 (w)
holidays. sick leave & retirement plan The Effective wage TEACHING AIDS NEEDED tor
includes the employer contribu 3 year old POD child in S San
bon to the Public Employees Jose. No experience necessary.
retirement system The Superior will train Work at least 4 hrs/wk
Court is an Equal Opportunity Start $12415/hr Please call
Affirmative Action Employer
Joe or Helen 226-0465

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

COUNSELORS NEEDED for
boys/girls group home facilities
working with atrisk youth. PT
hours available on weekends
(Saturday & Sunday) and evening
shifts This position is highly
recommended for those inter
ested in iuvenile Criminal
Justice. Sociology, Social work
and Psychology Paid training
provided. must be 21 & have 60
completed units $9.00410 00
per hr, DOE Fax resumes 408281-4288 or call 408-281.4268
for appointment
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
a non-profit agency which offers
a variety of quality services for
individuals who have developmental disabilities. has PfT &
F/T employment opportunities
If you are interested in Irving
with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent.
or assisbng someone during the
week with daily living skills such
as grocery shopping ($10/hr)
call Debbie at 408/282-0493
If you would like information
about the FT, benefitted positions of lob coach and instructor
(day activity or work activity)
or PT substitute positions in
various programs ($9/hr) call
Valerie in HR at 408/748.2890.
We have flexibility to work
around a student schedule for
the PT work & are located close
to SJSU. FT positions come
with excellent benefits This is a
good opportunity to gel practical
experience in the field & work
with a great group of clients &
staff All maiors welcome

TUTORS NEEDED: Elem, or HEAD GUARD, Fir 30+ hours,
HS subjects. Earn $15-$20/hr. needed to lead aquatic staff of
Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685.
20. Duties include teaching lifeguard classes, scheduling. &
EXP TUTORS needed for Jr. Hi supervision Experience as a
& HS, AP & Honors geometry, lifeguard is required Near
math. Spanish, etc. Mon. thru Fri. SJSU. Please call Central YMCA
3pm-8pm. $1,000/mo in cash. at 298-1717 x 34 for more info.
Call Ms. Scott (408) 255-5247.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work
w/ children w/ autism. competitive pay, flex hrs. Psy Ed, OT.
Sp Ed. Child Dev & related fields
Alike 408-945-2336. menbon ad THE PRINCETON REVIEW is
looking for talented individuals
to teach our fun, effective
preparation courses.
Earn
$16/hour to start. Paid training
starts soon. Call 650/843-0968,
ask for Cambron!
GOOD WITH KIDS? Seeking
fun nanny to start ASAP. 3-4
YMCA
days/week. flex days/hours, for Directors, Assistant Directors,
2 lovable boys (18 mos & 4 yrs).
Teachers, & Aides
Salary commens. w/ experience Thinking about a career working
& refs Pls cEdICynci 408-371-1459. with children? The YMCA of
Santa Clara Valley is hiring
TOWN & COUNTRY Resources Center Directors. Assistant
is a nanny placement agency Directors, Teachers, Aides, and
looking for students who want to Elementary After-School Recrebe a nanny. We have many ation Leaders for our Preschool
types of positions available. & Child Care Centers throughout
Part-time or full-time afternoon San Jose. Cupertino. Santa
positions, $15-$20/hour. 2-3 Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga,
full days per week, $300-$500/ Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
week Full-time positions off Berryessa. Full & Part-Time posiby 5 pm. Up to $3500/month. tions available
hours flexible
South Bay. Peninsula, & East around school. Fun staff teams,
Bay. NO FEE TO REGISTER!!! great experience in working with
Call Town & Country Resources children, career advancement,
408-558-9900 www.tandcr.com excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT require minimum 6 units in ECE,
Local Agency - $14-$18/hour Educ. Rec. Psych. Soc. Phys
Best jobs for top applicantsl Ed &/or other related fields, For
STANFORD PARK NANNIES more information & locations,
408-395-3043
YMCA Job Hotline 408-1369-1010
www.spnannies.com
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org
www.sanjoseymca.org

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

TEACHER - CHILD CARE
PALO ALTO SCHOOL DIST.
Site Director for preschool.
Excellent salary/benefits.
Staff ratio 1:8. Permit required.
For info: 650-856-0876.
For an appl: 650-329-3957.

UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
Fun Environment Full-time &
Part-time Flexible hours. No
experience necessary Close to
SJSU. No experience necessary. Will train. Call Central FUN, HANDS-ON after-school
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34.
Science Program. Looking for
Instructors PT, flexible hours.
Mad Science - (408) 262-5437
RECREATION LEADERS
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Enjoy working with kids? Join
DAYCARE TEACHERS
the team at Small World K-8 school seeks responsible
Schools
and
get
great individuals for extended dayexperience WORKING WITH care. P/T
the afternoon. No
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our ECE units required. Previous
before & after school rec prograrn. expenence with children preSMALL WORLD SCHOOLS ferred Please call 244-1968 x 16
offers competitive pay benefits
for 30. hrs. excellent training, EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
and a fun work environment. At Bright Horizons. we are seekHours flexible around school ing talented and caring child
Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or care professionals to loin our
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW growing network of Family
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS! Centers. FT opportunities with
Need some units in ECE. or Infants. Preschool. School -age
Rec (art. music, dance). Phys. & Subs. We offer compebtive
Ed., Human Services. Social salanes and excellent benefit
Welfare (nursing psychology, package which includes tuition
sociology, home economics) retmbursement. Join us in workElem Ed, Rec, Psych. Soc, ing with tomorrow’s leaders at
Phys Ed, Nursing. etc.
our state of the art facilities
where children as well as
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation careers flounsh. Call Toll Free
Leader. $11.37 hour starting.
877-336-3596.
Rewarding job for someone
www.brighthonzons.com
who enjoys working with youth.
Here’s your opportunity to make ACTION DAY NURSERY/
a difference in a child’s life PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant.
Seeking candidates wileader- Toddler. and Preschod Teachers
ship. organization and problem and Aides F/T & P/T positions
solving skills to implement excit- available Substitute positions
ing after school programs are also available that offer flexHours are M -F afternoons and ible hours ECE units are
Sat. mornings. Candidates must required for teacher positions
have a high school diploma or but not required for Aide posiequiv & pass a background tions. Excellent opportunity for
check before starting their Child Development majors
work assignment For more Please call Cathy for interview
information contact the Hiring at 244-1968 or fax resume to
Unit at 979-7826 or download 248-7350
at
www.ci.san-jose.ca us/
hum res/tobsirl.htm.
TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a
quality recreation program servLIFEGUARDS & SWIM
ing 2-12 year olds Must enjoy
Instructors Needed
leading an. games and group
We will train
activities FLEX HOURS, days.
370-1877x18
Call YMCA
eves. weekends PT/FT Team
environment Benefits available,
SWIM TEACHERS Now hiring ECE units preferred
FAX
warm. caring teachers for year- resume to 408-260-7366 Email
round swimming lessons in our ludspark kidspark -center s com,
brand-new. state-ol-the-art indoor or coil for interview 408-260-7929
facility Experience a plus. No
experience? We will train you WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Choose your hours - as few as 4
AND
or as many as 40 hours/week.
LOVE CHILDREN??
Morning, afternoon. evening &
TOP PAY!
Saturday positions available. Immediate perm/temp positions
Apply at Almaden Valley Athleftc as Teachers or Assistants at
Club, 5400 Camden Ave., SJ - ECE & After School Programs,
(408) 445-4913
(408) 287-3222
SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach
Department is hiring Youth
Group Leaders & Program Site
Supervisors. PT & FT with
excellent benebts Flexible & fun
environment! Please call Missy
at (408) 370-1877 ext. 14

*TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS*
P/T Instructors Elem Schools
Degree/Credenbal NOT Required
Opportunity for teaching exp
Need Car VM (408) 28? -4170
ext 408 EOE/AAE

2000

PHN: 408-924-3277
SHARED HOUSING

BEGINNINGS
CREATIVE
preschool is looking for a part
time afternoon teacher Good ROOM FOR RENT. 2 Bdrm Apt
pay & benefits Low ratio Call Great location right next to
559-3247 or fax 559-3087
10th St garage Start Dec 1 st
$600/month Call 295-6710
TEACHERS
CDICDC offers FT, PT & split ROOM IN CHARMING two
shifts with flexible hours. story home located in east San
Positions available working with Jose foothills, on the 64 bus
children in accreditied, child line College temales only $600
development program with a month . $300 deposit
an excellent environment. Utilities, phone. cable & DSL
Qualifications: 6-12 uits in Child included Call 408-258-9450
Dev/ECE (related units accepted),
expenence is welcome Benefits
for FT & PT including: Med/Den.
paid training, vacabon. sick bme.
www.sjspirit.org
childcare discount, employee
Spiritual Education &
referral program and through
for Young Adults
Counseling
September CDVCDC is offering a HIRING BONUS for fully
ADDR.COM
qualified teachers! $10.50$15 50/hr. salary range depends Leading Web Hosting and Web
Design Company
on experience & education
E0E. Call (408) 371-9900 or Immediate Account Activation
Packages start at $7 95/mo.
our 24 hour job hotline at
Sales@addr com
1-888-9 -C DM DC .

SERVICES

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
$9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School STEPHANOTIS
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info I loved you yesterday.
& application. Immediate Need I love you today. &
I will love you tomorrow Luv#13
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool and School Age
YOUR PERSONALITY
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT
determines your happiness.
with excellent benefits Flexible Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463
& fun environment] Please call
for your free personality test.
Tina @ 370-1877 x 29
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
TEACHERS, AIDES, SUBS
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
RECREATION LEADERS
year. Save 30. - 60... For info
Hiring Bonus Offered!
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Enjoy working with kids? Join
www.studentdentalcom or
the team at Small World
www.goldenwestdentalcom
Schools
and
get
great
experience WORKING WITH
FREDDIE IS THE NEXT
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our
starting QB for the 49ers
before & after school rec prograrn.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitive pay, benefits
for 30+ hrs, excellent training,
92 FORD PROBE $2250
and a fun work environment
Excellent Interior, Sir Eng.
Hours flexible around school.
Fremont (617) 331-5593
(1(18431832113-12g.t. VOW
OFFEWNG A HIRING BONUS!
Need some units in ECE, or
Rec. (art, music, dance), Phys. Looking For A Place To Live?
Ed., Human Services, Social
www housing101 net
Welfare (nursing psychology,
Your move off campus,
sociology, home economics)
Elem Ed, Rec, Psych, Soc,
Phys Ed, Nursing, etc.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUTOS FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSIN_Q

CAMPUS CLUBS

BUSINESS OPPS

FREDDIES IS LOCATED
at S llth St & San Carlos St

HAVE COMPUTER? WORK
ONLINE! Earn $500 to $7000 a
mo. PT/FT. English Bilingual
also needed. Full Training
408-882-5007
www.livelifeyoulove.com

7 OUT OF 10 PEOPLE
dining at Freddies experience
orgasmic bliss

WANTED

GREAT SEX, ROCK N’ ROLL
and FREDDIES,

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $SPAIDS$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Natural Guaranteed
Call (408)793-5256
WANNA FLY? Try a triple
cappuccino from Freddies
Guaranteed to chatter your teeth

HEALTH/BEAUTY
CONFIDENTIAL
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
program for Women includes
pregnancy testing, HIV and
STD testing, EMERGENCY
CONTRACEPTION. birth control
pills, Depo-Provera shots, new
technology pap smear testing,
physical exams. condoms. etc
Available 7 days a week by
appointment Ask for Dr Nunez
408-942-0980
510-7974560
www.nunezmd.com

ENTERTAINMENT

INSURANCE
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
International Driver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
Call for Free Quotes
408-272-0312
pnninsureaol com
PNN iNSURANCE AGENCY
BEST RATES
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
DU I
S.R. filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon Sat
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

Over Twenty IGF 1 & 2
Lincoln nutraceutnal Co New
Natural Weignt Loss Supplement
Somatomedm C, Sublingual
PROFESSIONAL
Spray, Dietary Supplement
WORD PROCESSING
Clinically proven as mentioned
Theses. Term Papers.
in the Sept 2000 issue of
Resumes, Group Proiects. etc
Popular Science Increase
All formats, specializing in APA
energy levels Improve bone
Mootnini tape transcription
matrix Convert tat to muscle
Slow down the aging process Fax Experienced. dependable.
Call Toll Free 1 800-316-9314
quick return Call Linda
408-264-4504
Visit us at
http irv(ww iglone com or
http //www overtwenty com

WORD PROCESSING

GREEK MESSAGES

COOKIES FROM FREDDIES
will mike you pretty.

FOR SALE
HOW TO PICK UP CHICKS
through hypnosis class sign up at Freddies

FREDDIES IS LOCATED
at S 11th St & San Carlos St.
GUARANTEED
’organ" enlargement & device
available at Freddies

DAILY CI,ASSIFIED - LOCAL
_____ RATES FoR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATF.S CA1.1. 408-924-3277
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
LIQUILILIULIULIULIULICICILIQUEJULIaLIULLILILIQU
LICIL11:11:11:1L1IJCIULIJCILIDLIC3JULIUQUIJICILIQUIJU
LICIULIQUIIJUJJLEJLIULIULILILICIL1LILICILILILILILILI

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 lines

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Please check
one classification:

Name
Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional lone per ad
Rate increases S2 for each additional day
Ffisoutscr_Discoutos;
20 consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rites apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address
Gee

Slate

bp code

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
III Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Lost and Found*
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thnlls
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads ere offered free as a service to the campus community
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Former San
Jose State
Universit)
counselor
Marjorie
Town-Craig
laughs during
-A Killing in
Choctaw."
Town-Craig
said she felt
she had
something in
common with
Ray after
watching the
play because
she is from
Alabama,
where Ray
was born, and
had a similar
experience.

CHOCTAW: Personal-experience
based play has toured United States
continued from Page I
driver. Ray meets a stranger and
decides to divulge his history.
Ray, who was born two months
premature and was picked on as a
child, used humor to smooth his situations. He reminisced about a
time when, as a child, he was ready
to fight someone from his class but
used humor to turn the situation
around. Ray said, humor wasn’t
much help when his father was
murdered.
Ray upset a family friend, Bill,
and the vengeance was taken out
on Ray’s father. Bill shot Ray’s
father eight times in front of his
family. He recreated the death
scene by writhing and weeping in a
prostrate position on stage.
The first act ended after Bill was
tried and sentenced for 10 years for
the killing of Ray’s father.
The more time Ray spent with
the stranger in the taxicab, the
more he told about his life. The second act began with Ray starting his
first semester at Tuskegee University-.
He had problems making friends
and wanted to return home, but
counselors prevented him from
doing so. He purposely began to

fail his classes until he was put on
probation.
The last scene of the play brings
the audience back to a comedy club
setting where Ray throws out questions such as "How come there are
no white people with the last name
of Washington?"
Ray closes with forgiving Bill fbr
his wrongdoings.
Former SJSU counselor Marjorie
Town-Craig said the play dealt
with pertinent issues.
"It was a profound performance
with historical and universal elements: Town-Craig said.
Before the play was written, Ray
performed stand-up comedy and
gave motivational speeches. After
one speech, Ray was approached by
a man named Tommy Flucher, who
suggested Ray write a play based
on his life.
The San Jose resident has performed the play throughout the
United States.
Ray said if it wasn’t for the man
in the taxicab more than three
decades ago, he wouldn’t have forgiven his father’s killer.
"I never would have talked to
anybody else . . . Forgiveness just
cleared the weight off my shoulders," Ray said.

Tsutomu Fajita
Daily Staff
Eli

SCIENCE: Talk was second in God, Science, Scientists series PRESIDENT:
continued from Page I

continued from Page I
on fliith, that doesn’t make it com"I think there are some things we
parable to religion," Scott said. "It
(science) is restricted to using natdon’t know ... which doesn’t mean
ural causes. Scott then contrasted the basic
natural causes don’t exist."
tenets 01 science to those of religion.
I Ilt’CIIIC
"A definition of religion, one
enter for Wilk,: I
exectaise director. Nat
which encompasses all religions,
is i that it is a set of beliefs concerning the relationship of people
to a world or universe beyond the ence is that God created the entire share two characteristics with
natural one in which we live," she universe at one time and essen- religion, Scott said. Both have a
tially in its present form. Most concern with morals and ethics
said.
Scott noted most religions con- creation science scholars believe and share a sense of awe or
cern a god or gods or spiritual the universe took six days to cre- sacredness although philosophical
materialists revere nature rather
ate.
entities "phenomena that are
science than spiritual beings.
Second,
creation
not of this world" and also hold
After taking questions and combelieves God created the various
to certain basic assumptions.
Religion assumes something forms of life on Earth rather than ments from the audience, Scott
exists beyond matter and energy their evolving from simple to com- expressed her own beliefs about
and that it is usually possible to plex forms. Creationists believe religion and science.
"I think there are some things
interact with that something, life began 10,000 years ago.
The intelligent design theory is we don’t know ... which doesn’t
Scott said.
Characteristics common to another type of creationism, Scott mean natural causes don’t exist,"
Scott said. "There may be some
nuist religions include a sense of said.
This theory assumes that the things that are beyond our underthe sacred, feelings of awe, a belief
in an afterlife and a concern with universe has been designed by an standing. What we call supernatu"intelligence" and that the struc- ral is what we don’t understand."
morals or ethics. she said.
Matthew Yee, a sophomore
The relationship between sci- tural complexity of life is scientifence and religion is not simple, ic evidence for the existence of a majoring in computer science,
said his religion, Catholicism,
Scott said. They do share two designer.
"Creationism is a belief held by accommodated the concept of evoassumptions in common.
"It’s the opinion of us in science a small minority of religious peo- lution.
"I think religion is more spirituand a vast number of religious ple," Scott said. "The majority of
people in America that science Christians and Jews have no al, but it does contain materialdoes a better job at explaining the problem with the conflicts ism," Yee said.
Richard Keating, a professor of
between science and religion ...
natural world," Scott said.
They also agree that the Bible Our (scientists’) best allies are comparative religious studies,
said he thought Scott did a good
mainline clergy."
is not a science tract, she said.
There is another way of viewing job of summarizing the conflicts
Scott said the creationism -evolution controversy is a classic the world that has similarities to between science and religion, but
example of the conflict between science, Scott said. This worldview that the subject is too complex to
science and religion that came is known as philosophical materi- explain within a limited amount
about when religion attempted to alism or humanism - the idea that of time.
"It’s dangerous to be talking in
matter and energy are all there is,
explain the natural world.
terms of simple explanations,"
Creation science is an idea that she explained.
"It’s (philosophical material- Keating said. "I’d rather teach a
began in the late 1960s and conism) an idea that goes back to the course in it."
tinues today, Scott said.
Creation science also holds cer- Greeks but is a minority view in
the United States," Scott said.
tain tenets to be true, she said.
Philosophical materialism does
One assuniption of creation sci-

Life sentence ruled in Yosemite murder
A
FRESNG. Calif t API
motel handyman was sentenced
to life without parole Thursday
for beheading a Yosemite National Park naturalist, clearing the
way fin. his trial in the grisly slayings of three tourists.
Ilnder a plea bargain that
spared him the pussibility of a
death sentence, Cary Stayner, 39,
admitted he killed 26 -year-old
Joie Armstrong last year aftet
kidnapping and trying to sexually
assault her.
"I gave in to the terrible dark
dreams that I tried to subdue," a
sobbing Stayner, shackled and
wearing a yellow prison jumpsuit,
said in federal court. "The craziness that lurked in my mind for
as long as I can remember
became a reality in this terrible
crime. and I am sorry and
ashamed."
Stayner is also accused of
killing Yosemite tourists Carole
Sund, 42, her daughter Juli, 15,
and their Argentine friend Silvina Pelosso, 16. Prosecutors have
not said whether they will seek
the death penalty.
The three were last seen alive
in February 1999 at a motel outside the park where Stayner lived
and worked. More than a month
later, a burned rental car was
found abandoned along logging
road. In the trunk were the bodies of Mrs. Sund and Pelosso. Juli
Sund’s body was found later in a
thicket.
Armstrong’s headless body was
found in the woods near where
she lived in the park. Stayner was
arrested three days later, after a
sweeping investigation and man-

Fights still rage as deadline approaches

hunt that began live months earlier when the three tourists disappeared.
In court, Armstrong’s mother,
Lesli, wept as he addressed her.
"I wish I could take it back, but
I can’t," Stayner told her. "I wish
I could tell you why I did such a
thing, hut I don’t even know

my se It’
Lesli Armstrong said she can
foresee forgiving her daughter’s
killer someday.
"I ached for him, I ached for
me, I ached for everything," she
said. "I will not live my life festering with anger, hatred and
vengeance. I won’t do that."

Earn Extra Holiday Money
with Pro Staff!
$12 - $14/hour
Evening Temporary Positions for Santa Clara event
Thursday Dec. 7, 4:30 10:30 p.m.
(training for 3 hours Dec. 6)

16 openings tbr host, mgistration, and typist!
Contact Jackie or Frin at Pm Staff Iifr more information.

1

Ph: 408-487-3600 Fax: 408-453-3095
2107 N. First Street, Suite 380, San Jose, CA 95131
For more infomiation about other
employment opportunities
visit our website www.prostaff.com
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move.
Citizens "technically" vote for electors, not the candidates themselves, the political science professor
said Thursday.
Before each election, members of each party choose
their own slate of presidential electors, Christensen
said.
In California, where Gore won the popular vote,
Christensen said, "We were (in essence) approving a
list of electors the governor and the California Democratic Party had selected as electors. Those are the
people who will cast their vote in the Electoral College."
The 25 electors from Florida will be key to determining who America’s next president will be, said
Steve Preminger, chairman of the Santa Clara County Democratic Party.
"That’s absolutely what it’s coming down to," he
said.
Preminger, an elector in the 1992 presidential election, said he was "thrilled" to have placed his vote for
Bill Clinton.
Preminger said a special session by the Florida
Legislature was not out of the question, given the
Dec.12 deadline.
"The Legislature would have to feel the vote continuation is not reflecting how Floridians actually
voted," Preminger said. "It’s a subjective thing."
Gore and his supporters would disagree with a special session, Preminger said.
"To Democrats that would be an outrage," Preminger said, adding that the outcome is uncertain.
"Nobody really knows. It’s up in the air."
Preminger said he supports Gore’s actions.
"He has an obligation to do that (ask for a complete
and thorough recount) so that the voters who voted
are not disenfranchised."
In San Jose, a rally was scheduled Thursday
evening at the County Court House across from St

"Personally, I just think
he’s a sore loser. The number of votes were close,
but it was enough of a vote
to have (Bush) win."
Kathy Corpuz,
SJSU freshman
James Park seeking "a full count of the vote," he
said.
Hector Romero, a senior in liberal studies and a
full-time employee with the San Jose Unified School
District, said he wants the electoral process to be carried out to the Dec. 12 deadline.
"Do what the Constitution calls for," he said.
Romero, however, said he would allow for additional votes to be counted.
"The votes (gathered) to that time should be taken
into account," he said. "That’s in the Constitution."
Romero said he was tired of waiting for a decision.
"Too slow counting," he said.
Kathy Corpuz, a freshman in management information systems and a customer service representative in the Spartan Bookstore, said that a special session by the Florida Legislature might be needed.
"I think it takes too long to keep recounting: Corpuz said.
"Personally, I just think he’s a sore loser. The number of votes were close, but it was enough of a vote to
have (Bush) win."
Corpuz said she is ready to move on.
"It’s getting boring to me now," she said.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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WORLD AIDS DAY - 2000
December I, 2000
Rememberance
11:30 AM -1:10 PM
San Jose State University
Student Union Amphitheater
I his es elm steda at, to those ho has e died. those Ming. Nal) and to those attested hy HIV/AIDS. This year’s theme is
"It’s Our Joh to Protect Each Other." This theme was chosen mencourage men in Santa Clara County to take responsihdtiy tor their actions that :Meet their families and communities.
Master ol Ceremony Dr. William Washington
to Native American Invocation hy Javan Anthony Tony Ten Fingers
I 1.15 Opening Ceremonies hy Dr. Marty Fenstersheih. Flealth Officer. Public Health Department
I 40 Echo of the Motherland. Vietnamese Dance Group
I I 50 St. James AME (African Nlethodist Episcopal) Church Choir
12 00 fittest Speaker- Kirk Jensen
12.10 Grupo ltotiani Pro-Latino- /sites Dance Group
I 2 25 Silicon Valley Gay Men’s Chorus
12t5 Rainhoss Women’s Chorus
12:50 Akhayan. Filipino Students Dance Group
I :(X) Closing Ceremonies hy Reverend Norris Williams St. LaTICS AME Church
1:10 Doves Aflight. release of white doves
Thanks to all whoneers. speakers. and pelforMe Sall Jose State University Peer Health educator Program, San Jose
State University Student Health Center, San Jose State University HIV Committee, San Jose State University Filipino
Ahbayats Student Club. San lose State fitthervitv Delta Si gin(’ Theta and GayStraight Alliance of SJSU.

3rd Annual World AIDS Day Forum
Amp,. a Global Perspective"
December I, 20(M. I PM-3PM
.Ypartan Memorial Chapel
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()N SITE FREE HIV TESTING
WILL BE AVAILABLE 10AM-3I’M
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